Abstract-The block-based coding structure in the hybrid coding framework gives rise to the obvious artifacts such as blocking, ringing .etc. Recently, some Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based works apply reconstruction as the only input to reduce the artifacts. Though the performance of these works relying on powerful learning ability surpasses traditional loop-filter based methods in the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard, how to enhance the high frequency signal is still not addressed. In addition to reconstruction, we first propose using the residue as the other input of our CNN-based loop filter. In essence, the residual signal as a high frequency indicator guides the CNN to augment the high frequency signal such as sharp shape and edge information. Second, we find out that the reconstruction and residue signals have different characteristics and should be handled with different network structures. For the reconstruction, we develop an All Frequency (reconstruction) CNN (AF-CNN) adopting the down sampling and up sampling pairs to learn all frequency signal with the global information. For the residue, we devise a High Frequency (residual) CNN (HF-CNN) customizing the Residual Blocks to adapt to the high frequency signal information. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that employs residual signal as a vital independent high frequency input to direct the learning of CNNbased loop filtering. We implement the proposed algorithms in the HEVC reference software. The experimental results show that our proposed approach of dual inputs of Residual and Reconstruction with HF-CNN and AF-CNN respectively (RRHA) presents significant BD-rate savings compared with the current CNN-based scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
The High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard [1] adopts the block-based hybrid coding scheme including prediction, transform, quantization and entropy coding phases. The block-based coding technique in hybrid coding framework enables HEVC to encode the objects or contents in videos effectively. Specifically, HEVC could code the various textures in a more flexible way by the block-based method. While the block-based coding is with merits prominently, it leads to blocking and ringing artifacts.
Blocking artifact which denotes the discontinuity of coding block borders in frames weakens the subjective quality of frames severely. Since the transformation and quantization of different blocks are independent coding processes, different kinds of blocks employ filters with different parameters. Therefore, the different processes and parameters result in the discontinuity of residual signal on the boundaries of blocks. For ringing artifact, the quantization distortion of Alternating Current (AC) high frequency coefficients would cause ripple phenomena around these borders on the dense and strong borders. This type of ripple phenomena induces very low frame quality and bad user experience. In view of these, how to develop a solution to minimize blocking and ringing artifacts plays a significant role in video compression research. Unfortunately, attenuating these artifacts is still a tough task to be addressed since it is a complex non-linear problem. Hence, how to resolve them more effectively is impending.
To reduce and fix these affects as much as possible, there are 3 categories of solutions on post-processing including traditional methods, CNN-based ways with a single input and CNN-based ones with multiple inputs.
First, conventional methods are loop-filter based, such as Deblocking Filter (DF) [2] [3], Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) [4] [5] [6] , etc. DF module is to reduce the blocking artifact. DF filters the 8 × 8 blocks borders of Prediction Unit (PU) and Transforming Unit (TU). It contains 2 phases: filtering determination and filtering operation. SAO is to add offsets to pixels to reduce the reconstruction errors. SAO classifies the reconstruction pixels by selecting an adaptive classifier with the Coding Tree Block (CTB) as a basic unit. Then SAO offsets pixels of various categories with the compensating value of different types including Edge Offset (EO) and Band Offset (BO). Though these traditional ways enable to decrease the artifacts of blocks' borders to some extent with the philosophy of low-pass filter or compensating pixels value, they still hardly erase the non-linear noisy and distortion effectively.
To solve the tough non-linear distortions, inspired by the great potential of the convolutional neural network (CNN) and the vast popularity of CNN, the second group post processing schemes [7] [8] [9] employ CNN-based method with a sole input, the reconstructed block. This type of works sets the original frame pixels as the labels. Then, after importing the reconstruction into the CNN, it can learn coefficients of weights and biases for every layer. Not only depending on powerful studying ability of convolutional layer, but also the strong non-linear merit of non-linear layer like ReLU, the CNN could fit the reconstruction better compared with traditional approaches on addressing the hard and complex distortions. In spite of this, the single input restrains the learning direction of CNN network due to its shortage of information diversity.
The third type of CNN-based approaches [10] of multiple inputs fix the drawbacks exposed by methods of the 2nd class to some extent, by importing partition signal in video compression as the 2nd input. Likewise, they develop a reasonable CNN architecture with 2 inputs. One is from reconstructed frames while the other one is from partition information. The block-wise prediction of HEVC imports partition information. So this type of work assumes that we should not neglect the partition variations in different PUs and frames. They invent a partition-masked CNN to obtain encoded video enhancement.
However, it has been a long time that we ignore the primary cause of the artifacts from the angle of signal processing philosophy. The main reasons for artifacts are because of the loss of AC high frequency information and the discontinuity on the blocks' borders. In view of these, it is necessary to enhance the high frequency coefficients to supply the lost information. Indeed, residual signal is the high frequency information after inverse transform and inverse quantization. It is an essential indicator implying the AC high frequency information lost by block-wise video compression in HEVC. Motivated by the state-of-the-art work achieved by multiple inputs, we propose a novel post-processing algorithm including 2 separate networks which are augmented residual (high frequency signal) network and augmented reconstruction (all frequency signal) network respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that we apply the residual signal as a key independent high frequency input to guide the learning direction of CNN.
On the whole, we summarize the novelty and contributions of our work as two-fold:
• First, we employ the residual signal as a high frequency indicator directing the CNN learning how to augment the high frequency signal missed by block-wise video compression schemes. We look into the reconstruction information from the physical angle of signal processing as well. It consists of low frequency signal part -prediction and high frequency part -residual. Residual loses some high frequency information during the processing of inverse transform and inverse quantization. Accordingly, we introduce the residual as an independent input which is a powerful enhancement on the global information namely reconstruction.
• Second, we propose the scheme applying dual inputs of Residual and Reconstruction with High frequency and All frequency subnets (RRHA). We create two shallow separate signal CNN comprising High Frequency Signal (residual) CNN namely HF-CNN and All Frequency Signal (reconstruction) CNN namely AF-CNN. Specifically, we customize the different CNN layers with specific purpose adapting to various networks. For HF-CNN, we employ the Residual Blocks to fit the high frequency signal information while we develop the down sampling and up sampling pairs to learn global information with all frequency input for AF-CNN.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section II, we describe some related works involving traditional loop-filter based approaches, single input CNN methods and multiple inputs CNN ways on post-processing of video compression. Section III makes the comprehensive analysis not only on our RRHA, but also about the triplet inputs (prediction, residual and reconstruction) approach with general subnets. In section IV, we reports the comparison of experimental results between our approaches and baselines. Finally, in Section V, we sum up this paper and discuss future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the previous works related to the post-processing of video coding. We first elaborate on the existing traditional methods based on loop filter. Then we detail the CNN-based approaches with a single input of reconstruction. Third, we discuss the CNN-based schemes with multiple inputs.
A. Loop filtering approaches
There are three groups of post processing approaches during the standardization process of HEVC. 
B. CNN-based methods with a single input of reconstruction
Although these traditional ways are able to suppress the artifacts to some extent, they still can not erase the nonlinear noisy and distortion satisfyingly. To solve the tough non-linear distortion, inspired by the great potential of CNN in low-level video compression, more and more works devote to employ CNN method with sole input. For images, Dong et al. [7] devised the residual highway convolutional neural network (RHCNN) for in-loop filtering in HEVC. Lu et al. [8] modeled the post-processing in video compression as a Kalman filtering process very well. Jia et al. [9] proposed a content-aware CNN based in-loop filtering for HEVC. These works all employ one single input to pursue the state-of-theart performance. Depending on the strong learning ability of convolutional layer, and the outstanding non-linear advantage of non-linear layer, the CNN has been proved fitting the compressed video better compared with conventional schemes to resolve the complicated distortion. Despite this, the single input still restrains the learning upper limit of CNN networks due to its lack of information diversity.
C. CNN based methods with multiple inputs
The CNN based approaches of multiple inputs could remedy the drawbacks exposed by single input above to some extent. Unfortunately, there are not many works in regard to this angle to relieve artifacts. He et al. [10] proposed a partitionmasked CNN to gain coded video augmentation for HEVC. They employed the partition information provided by the video encoder to conduct the quality enhancement procedure. Their experimental results showed reasonable results on BD-rate and good performance. But they did not consider augmenting the high frequency signal and the total number of 69 convolutional layers in the main skeleton of their proposed network aggregated the burden of calculation dramatically. Due to all the observations above, we study a novel post-processing scheme from a new angle of signal processing philosophy.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we will first provide the detail of RRHA scheme. The statement will cover network framework, loss function, dataset and training process. Then we will introduce the triple inputs of residual, prediction and reconstruction method as well.
A. Architecture of RRHA approach
The inputs of the proposed RRHA are residual and reconstruction signals respectively. Considering the different features of residual and reconstruction, we devise the whole network consisting of 2 subnets. They are HF-CNN and AF-CNN mentioned before, as shown in Fig. 4 . This RRHA uses residual learning (Note that here the residual learning [29] means learning the difference between input and label, please do not confuse with residual signal) method to accelerate the training process.
Motivation for introducing the residual signal.
On the one hand, we find that the residual signal could implicate where the information is lost most in one frame. The location with high value of residual in a frame means that this area misses much important information. Hence, the residual can guide the CNN learning these useful lost features by its role of indicator. Fig. 1 proves the inference. By extracting the feature maps from the proposed network as described in Fig. 1 , it is prominent that the residual signal conduct CNN learning abundant sharp edges and complex shape information.
On the other hand, ignited by the multiple inputs approach, we reconsider the deep physical meaning under these video coding information through signal processing theory. In fact, residual signal in itself is the high frequency information after frame transformation and quantization. It contains a large amount of dense detail information. To augment the missed information, we employ residual as an input to enhance the useful high frequency one. Fig. 2 shows a series of luminance frames which are the origin, reconstruction, prediction and residual respectively with QP 37. The reconstruction represents the global information of the coded frame with all frequency. As marked, it still loses some detail information of high frequency on the dense area, such as the shape of the windows in blue and green block, and the edges of guard bars in red block compared with the original frame. The prediction primarily consists of low frequency information. We can see more obviously the blur and distortion on the area varying dramatically. The residual exactly is the difference between the reconstruction and prediction. As shown in Fig. 2 , it is the high frequency signal comprising a great deal of luxuriant boundaries information. For instance, in the residual, there are the grids and edges of windows, the shape of the desks which are not with enough high quality in reconstruction as the original frame. So it is really necessary to enhance the lost high frequency coefficients in reconstruction with residual signal.
Motivation for designing HF-CNN and AF-CNN. First, let us introduce the proposed single input CNN briefly. We develop the general network with sole input of reconstruction namely GNET. Table I shows the total depth of its convolutional layers is 8. Generally, we utilize CNN with shallow depth to reach more attractive performance. Of course, the deeper network embraces stronger learning ability, but it simultaneously results in a huger amount of calculation. Furthermore, due to the powerful difference learning ability, we usually employ Residual Block to adapt to the single input.
However, the ingredient of low frequency signal namely prediction and the one of high frequency signal namely residual together form the reconstruction. Accordingly, reconstruction contains global information with all frequency. We should devise individual networks to fit the signals of residual (high frequency) and reconstruction (all frequency) respectively. If we still use identical CNN trying to process various information, we can not maximize the effect from extracted different signals (We will show the comparison detail in Section IV). Hence, we propose HF-CNN and AF-CNN for RRHA.
As illustrated in Algorithm 1, we embed RRHA approach into the HEVC. We enable HEVC to execute the RRHA method to substitute the traditional DF and SAO filters. The  Fig. 3 describes the encoding framework of HEVC, the site of embedded RRHA approach and the flow of post-processing.
B. Design of HF-CNN
Since we introduce the residual signal as an independent input to enhance the high frequency information, we should employ the customized network to adapt to it. Therefore, we develop a specific network fitting the high frequency information namely HF-CNN. The upper dotted line rectangle of Fig. 4 shows the architecture of HF-CNN. We adopt a shallow depth with 8 convolutional layers. The HF-CNN is a difference learning network as well. Moreover, owing to the excellent performance of residual block in computer vision tasks from the low-level to high-level problems, we utilize it as the main processing unit computing high frequency information (residual) in HF-CNN. There are 3 residual blocks including 6 convolutional layers in HF-CNN. For each convolutional layer, as exhibited in Table II , we all set the Kernel Size as 3 × 3, the Feature Map Number as 32, Stride as 1 and Padding as 1. We compute the feature maps of HF-CNN as follows:
where A is the activation function, W i and B i are the weights and bias matrices respectively. Because of the learning ability of Parametric Rectified Linear Unit (PReLU) [30] , we employ it as the activation function in HF-CNN.
C. Design of AF-CNN
Simultaneously, we regard the reconstruction signal as a hybrid frequency information. Hence, we develop the all frequency network namely AF-CNN fed with reconstruction. The lower dotted line rectangle of Fig. 4 describes the framework of AF-CNN. We adopt the 2 phases strategy of first downsampling then up-sampling. In the first phase, down-sampling is to reduce the redundancy effectively in the information and to keep useful information. However, it may cut the global context as well, so we execute the up-sampling in the second phase to propagate the global information of all frequency to the next convolutional layer. Next, we concatenate the concentrated features in the first phase with the global features of all frequency in the second phase. This is to provide the network with both the brief features and global context. The HF-CNN is a difference learning network as well. As illustrated in Table III, 
where Rec is the reconstruction as input, P stands for the sequential functions of activation and max-pooling. We choose the PReLU as the activation function in AF-CNN as well. 
where C denotes the concatenating function for jointing features.
After concatenating the features of HF-CNN and AF-CNN, we calculate them with a convolutional layer of 1 channel. Then we obtain the final output F out (Res, Rec) which is the same size as input.
D. Loss function, dataset and training
Loss function. Because the post-processing is a low-level task, we apply Mean Squared Error(MSE) [32] as the loss function for RRHA as below.
where Θ encapsulates the whole parameter set of the network containing weights and bias and Υ(Y i |Θ) denotes the network module.
Dataset. On the aspect of the dataset, we utilize the DIV2K [33] [34] comprising 800 training images and 100 validating images of 2k resolution as the original source. First of all, we transform the original 900 PNG images to raw YUV videos with FFMPEG [35] of GPU acceleration. Then we employ modified HM-16.19 coding the raw YUVs to 4 versions of videos with QP 22, QP 27, QP 32 and QP 37 respectively. After this, we extract the residual, prediction ( for Section III-E) and reconstruction from every raw YUV. Afterward, we divide them into different components of Y, Cb and Cr. Following this, we split the component to the patch size of 64 × 64 for Y and 32 × 32 for Cb and Cr. Thus there are 522, 939 groups of residual, reconstruction and labels for training and 66, 650 groups for validation.
Training. Now once we obtain the residual and reconstruction patches of divided components, we then feed them into HF-CNN and AF-CNN respectively by batch-size of 16. Table IV exhibits the parameters of training procedure on QP 37 samples. We firstly train the QP 37 model, then fine tune the QP 37 model to get all other models of QP 22, QP 27 and QP 32. We set the base learning rate of QP 37 model as 1e −4 . After each interval of 100 epochs, we degrade the learning rate by multiplying γ of 0.1 which represents the coefficient of adjusting learning rate. We adopt the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [36] algorithm with the momentum of 0.9 and the weight decay of 1e −4 . We trained the QP 37 model with total of 120 epochs. We then tuned the mature QP 37 model with 20 epochs to gain other QP s' models. Finally, we obtain all models of 4 versions of QP to validate and test.
E. Triple inputs method
Indeed, we also try to introduce the prediction signal into the scheme. We create the triple inputs of residual, prediction and reconstruction network. We try to utilize the low frequency information in prediction to enhance the reconstruction. We adopt the three GNETs fitting the prediction, residual and reconstruction. However, the prediction can provide a limited augmented effect on the reconstruction, because there is less lost low frequency information compared with missed high frequency one in reconstruction. We will elaborate on the results of the comparison in Section IV.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, we embedded the proposed RRHA scheme into HEVC reference software as exhibited in Fig. 3 . In this section, we first compare the proposed RRHA with VRCNN [23] and HEVC with DF and SAO filters on BD-rate [37] individually. Subsequently, we validate the multiple inputs function through the comparison of dual inputs of Residual and Reconstruction with General nets shown in Table. I (RRGG) method and solo input of Reconstruction with General net (RG). The triple inputs of Prediction, Residual and Reconstruction with General nets (PRRGGG) network is compared with RG as well. Afterward, we evaluate the efficiency of different networks on the same inputs by the comparison of RRHA and RRGG. Finally, test the affection resulted from fusion mode by comparing the concatenation fusion with add fusion both based on RRHA.
For the test sequences, we employ HM-16.19 intra-coding one frame to obtain prediction, residual and reconstruction from different sequences of CTC [38] as the procedure of data preprocessing of training. Then extract the luminance component from them fed into the networks to be tested.
A. Performances of the proposed RRHA algorithm Table V shows the comparison results of proposed RRHA and VRCNN, as well as HEVC with DF and SAO filters on CTC test sequences. Note that to be fair, we also train VRCNN 120 epochs on QP 37 with whole DIV2K dataset, then derive the models of QP 32, QP 27 and QP 22 from fine tuning the trained one of QP 37 20 epochs. This is the identical process as we train RRHA stated in Section III-D. It is prominent that the proposed RRHA algorithm outperforms VRCNN an average of −2.2% BD-rate. The RRHA method surpasses VRCNN in every sequence on saving BDrate. Specifically, the proposed RRHA scheme outperforms VRCNN −2.0%, −2.8%, −1.8%, −1.3% and −3.3% on Class A, B, C, D and E respectively. Typically, the peak difference even reaches −4.3% on Cactus of Class B. These indicate that on the whole, introducing the residual signal for augmenting high frequency information and devising individual networks depending on information frequency property could achieve clear improvement on reducing artifacts. Similarly, compared to HEVC with DF and SAO filters, RRHA acquires much better gain with an average of −9.9% on BD-rate. RRHA outperforms former one farthest on Class E with −14% gain. Especially, the highest difference with −14.7% occurs on BasketballDrill sequence which varies dramatically with complex textures. This performance demonstrates that the RRHA effectively enhances the high frequency information in the obviously varied area by introducing residual signal and developing adaptive networks of frequency for residual and reconstruction individually. Fig. 5 shows the Rate-Distortion (RD) curves comparison of proposed RRHA approach, VRCNN and HEVC with DF and SAO filters on luminance. As these illustrated, the PSNR of the proposed RRHA method is higher than the one of VRCNN and HEVC with in-loop filters clearly under every QP in Johnny, BasketballDrive, BasketballDrill and Kimono sequences. In brief, it is proved that the proposed RRHA model significantly outperforms the VRCNN and HEVC baseline approaches to enhance the quality of compressed video frames.
B. Results analysis of multiple inputs approaches
To verify the function of importing residual and prediction signals into the scheme, we also test these approaches compared with solo input of the reconstruction method. Note that for ensuring the accurate comparing results, all approaches to be examined are applied the same network architecture -general CNN described in Table. I. Table. VI exhibits the gains of comparison from RRGG scheme and PRRGGG method against RG network. Both RRGG and PRRGGG save an average of −0.9% BD-rate compared with the sole input method namely RG network. In every Class sequence, RRGG approach and PRRGGG method are all better than the baseline of RG network on BD-rate. These performances explain that based on the same network construction, residual signal provide the useful high frequency information for augmenting the quality whereas the prediction has no obvious additional enhancing effect for the scheme. It is reasonable since the reconstruction consists of prediction and residual which is op- erated by transformation, quantization, inverse transformation and inverse quantization. Due to that, the prediction derived from various predicting parameters is identical on both encoder and decoder side, there is no loss on it. But residual loses some AC high frequency information during the process of transformation, quantization, inverse transformation and inverse quantization. Hence introducing residual signal enhances the quality of compressed video frame prominently while prediction supplies limited helpfulness. Specifically, RRGG approach leads −1.5% BD-rate on Class E against RG method. The peak difference of BD-rate between PRRGGG and RG also emerges on Class E with −1.4%. In conclusion, the RRGG approach importing another input of residual clearly augments the missed high frequency information compared with the solo input method -RG network.
C. Results analysis of network architecture
We compare the proposed RRHA approach with RRGG method to evaluate the usage of frequency networks comprising the proposed HF-CNN and AF-CNN. Note that to be fair, both RRHA and RRGG algorithms are based on the same inputs of residual and reconstruction. RRGG utilizes the general network on both residual and reconstruction. Table. VII shows the compared results between RRHA and RRGG approaches. RRHA gains an average of −1.2% BD-rate against RRGG overall. This demonstrates that fitting the residual signal and reconstruction signal with HF-CNN enhancing the high frequency information and AF-CNN patching up global information respectively performs well. The results prove the design principle processing different frequency information with individual architectures. Specifically, the proposed RRHA outperforms RRGG method in every class sequence on saving BD-rate. Typically, the farthest difference of BD-rate is −2.2% on Class E sequence. In short, the validation of comparison provides strong evidence for that RRHA network obviously improves the quality of coded frames better than RRGG clearly. 
D. Results analysis of fusion mode
The proposed RRHA approach applies concatenating fusion mode in all tests above as illustrated in Fig. 4 . We also validate the function of fusion mode through comparing the proposed concatenating fusion mode with the add fusion mode both installed on RRHA namely RRHA-Concat and RRHAAdd. Table. VIII exhibits the comparison results of BD-rate between them. The RRHA-Concat method saves the average of −0.1% BD-rate than RRHA-Add scheme. Specifically, RRHA-Concat approach surpasses RRHA-Add method on Class B and E sequences while they are almost even on Class A, C and D. The concatenation fusion mode combining 2 groups convolutional features together aggregates a sum column dimensions number of these features. Theoretically, this concatenated features express more abundant information than the ones derived from just simply adding the convolutional features. The evaluation results above demonstrate the better representative ability of concatenation fusion mode compared with adding fusion mode. To conclude, a better selection of fusion mode could promote the progress of performance. respectively. In Johnny, there exists obvious blocking artifact given rise to HEVC (b), slight one resulted from VRCNN (c) but smooth details processed by our RRHA approach (d) in zoomed-in area. In BasketballDrill, there are zigzag shape distortion on the deep boundary and noisy like one line on the shallow boundary from HEVC (f) and VRCNN (g) in zoomed-in area. But proposed RRHA (h) performs less zigzag distortion and noisy of a line in this area. The conclusion can be drawn that the proposed RRHA approach outperforms VRCNN and HEVC with in-loop filters on visualized results.
E. Subjective Results

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to introduce residual signal as a high frequency indicator directing the CNN learning essential missed high frequency information to enhance the quality of compressed video frames. Based on this motivation, we first import the residual as an independent input to reinforce the complex high frequent textures and details. Correspondingly, we devise RRHA approach with different frequency input involving HF-CNN for high frequency and AF-CNN for global information. Therefore we customize the diverse CNN layers for individual networks with respective aims. Specifically, we apply residual blocks to fit the high frequency information in HF-CNN while employing the down sampling and up sampling ladders to adapt to all frequency information for AF-CNN. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that we propose residual utilized to enhance the lost high frequency information for improving the quality of coded video frames. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms significantly reduce artifacts on both sides of objective quality on BD-rate and subjective quality of compressed video frames. The comparison results clearly prove the efficiency of the proposed schemes. In the future, we will devote to create more advanced post-processing algorithm for video coding work.
